It’s not just a new
DA40 XLS - it’s the
ULTIMATE DA40 XLS!

Diamond DA40 XLS

E D I T I O N

Since its introduction in 2000, the Diamond
DA40 has earned its reputation as the best airplane in its class among discerning aircraft buyers worldwide.
With its sleek good looks, spectacular visibility,
great performance and low total cost of ownership, choosing a DA40 XLS as your first airplane
— or your next airplane — is easy.
To complement the long list of factory-installed
features and options, some new aircraft buyers
want additional customized options in the areas
of system functionality, performance, comfort
and aesthetics.
That’s why Premier Aircraft Sales, Inc., Diamond’s
distributor for the Southeast U.S. introduced the
Diamond DA40 XLS Premier Edition.

Introducing the Diamond DA40
XLS Premier Edition
The DA40 XLS Premier Edition offers DA40 XLS
buyers the opportunity to create a truly exclusive
and personal airplane. Its well thought-out set of
system, performance, comfort and aesthetic refinements provide an added measure of functionality and exclusivity to customers who purchase
this special edition.
The Premier Edition is now available to all Diamond DA40 XLS buyers exclusively from Premier
Aircraft Sales.

Illustrations may show extra cost optional equipment

View our complete inventory at www.flypas.com

WHERE INTEGRITY, EXPERIENCE AND VALUE TAKE FLIGHT

Diamond DA40 XLS Premier Edition
The Premier Edition includes distinctive exterior striping in a variety of standard color
choices. You may also personalize the airplane with custom color combinations for an
additional cost.

The Lopresti PowerPulse™ flashing landing
and taxi lights provide for enhanced day and
nighttime visibility.

The Premier Edition features luxurious custom-contoured, all-leather, form-fitting memory foam upholstery with new color choices,
piping accents and stitching patterns.
The Hartzell ASC II (Advanced Structural Composite) propeller is a durable, light weight,
low-vibration propeller offering distinctive appearance and improved cruise performance.

The Premier Comfort luxury carpet with new
color choices is complemented by coordinating seat trim.

Diamond logos embossed in the headrests
and an exclusive owner identification plate on
the instrument panel will give your new DA40
XLS that special distinction that you will only
get with the Premier Edition .

Illustrations may show extra cost optional equipment

View our complete inventory at www.flypas.com

Premier PowerPlus Alternator
Get the peace of mind that only electrical system redundancy can give you by adding the optional Premier PowerPlus standby alternator system to the basic Premier Edition package. Fully
automatic operation simply takes over when you
experience a primary alternator failure.

Diamond DA40 XLS

E D I T I O N
To find out how you can order your
new DA40 XLS Premier Edition, call us
today at (954) 771-0411 or e-mail
sales@flypas.com.

Premier CabinCool™ Air Conditioning System
With the basic Premier Edition your DA40 XLS will be the coolest
looking DA40 XLS on the outside. And now it can be the coolest on
the inside, too! Add Premier’s optional exclusive CabinCool™ air conditioning system.
CabinCool™ is
a vapor cycle
system that delivers automotive-style
cabin comfort with 55º F at the vent –
plenty of cooling power to keep the
DA40’s cabin comfortable on the hottest
days.
The system is an engine-driven, closedloop vapor cycle system using environmentally friendly R-134 refrigerant. The
compressor is engine-driven with a dedicated standard-type belt.
The condenser is belly mounted and has
an auxiliary fan to assist cooling while on
the ground. In flight the fan shuts down
and ram air takes over. Once activated
the digital thermostat automatically regulates temperature.
Installed weight of the air conditioning
system is only 60 lbs. with minimal CG
change. The efficient installation draws only 3 hp with a minimal impact on cruise speed.

Diamond offers a complete model line

Premier Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Whether you are looking for an aircraft
to purchase or are preparing to sell the
one you have, the first step toward ensuring your success is having the right
team behind you.

D-JET (under development)

Premier is the Diamond Regional Distribution Center throughout the Southeastern US. Our territory includes Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

DA42 NG

For information on buying or selling an
airplane call Premier Aircraft Sales at
(954) 771-0411.

Premier Aircraft Service, Inc.
It is our total dedication to after-sales
support that sets the Premier sales and
service organization apart from other
dealers and brokers. Premier Aircraft
Service, Inc. is an FAA Part 145 Repair
Station and a Diamond, Centurion Engine, Austro Engine, Lycoming, Continental and Garmin factory authorized
service center. Our mission is to provide
the highest level of service support to
keep your airplane flying safely and reliably.

DA42 L360

For information on maintenance, repairs
or equipment upgrades call Premier Aircraft Service at (954) 334-2393 or e-mail
ray.bysiewicz@flypas.com.
Visit us on the web at www.flypas.com.

DA40 CS / DA40 XLS

Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport
5544 NW 23rd Ave, Hangar 15
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
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